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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a multi attribute disease probability -based classification approach. The method first identifies

the list of features available in the data set. Based on identified features, the data points have been verified for their completeness with

all the features identified. The data points having incomplete and missing features have been eliminated from the data set. Further the

method computes the probability measure on each dimension. According to the probability measure of various dimensions, the multi

attribute disease probability (MADP) has been measured for each disease class. It is shown that the proposed MADP -based disease

prediction algorithm achieves higher classification ratio and disease prediction accuracy.
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1 Introduction

The modern world has great threat from various diseases
which unknowingly affect the human health. The medical
practitioner would not know or conclude everything in a
single visit. This increases the requirement of automatic
systems which would provide recommendations to the
medical practitioner [1].The medical practitioner would
submit the set of symptoms and their values where the
system would produce a result. Based on the result
produced, the medical practitioner would provide
treatment to the patients [2]. The classification of the
symptom depends on the values of the symptoms.

In general, the medical data covers various diagnosis
results and symptoms. The size of medical data is higher
and its volume increases at each movement. The medical
organizations maintain vast amount of diagnosis results
belonging to different people. Such huge data set can be
used to perform disease prediction and classification. In
order to perform classification, it must be measured for
the similarity with the data points of any class. The
similarity of data points towards the data points of a class
has been measured in various methods. The basic nearest
neighbor algorithm computes similarity using Euclidean

distance measure which computes distance between the
points. Similarly there is a number of similarity measures
available to support the classification of data points.The
deep similarity learning frameworks which
simultaneously learn patient representations and measure
pairwise similarity [3]. In [4], the data set considered has
been clustered using K-means algorithm and identifying
the correlated features to perform this is produced.
However, K-means algorithm is not suitable to produce
higher classification in the sense they do not measure the
similarity efficiently, as the feature selection is not
performed optimally.

Moreover, the previous similarity estimation
algorithms consider only few dimensions of any data
point. But in reality the medical data has higher number
of dimensions which has no condition. In this case,
measuring the similarity of data points in particular small
set of dimensions would not help in achieving higher
performance in classification or disease prediction. The
blood glucose level has been predicted using personalized
model to perform diabetic prediction [5]. However this
does not consider the maximum possible features in
prediction. It is necessary to consider almost all the
dimensions in measuring the similarity of data points.
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This would support improvement of prediction
performance. The possibility of disease being affected
can be estimated based on the symptoms and their values.
The accuracy and performance of prediction highly
depends on the volume of symptoms considered.

This paper presents a probabilistic measure -based
disease prediction and classification algorithm. The next
sections will discuss the approach in detail.

2 Related Works

A number of methods has been available for the problem
of medical data classification and disease prediction. In
this section, a set of articles published related to the issue
of disease prediction has been reviewed.

The influence of data mining in the problem of
diabetic prediction has been analyzed. The methods
considering the test results of chemical and blood have
been considered. The data mining techniques have been
applied over the higher blood pressure. Further, various
data mining techniques have been used to predict diabetes
in early stage [6].

The methods of diabetes mellitus prediction have
been analyzed in [7], which uses PIMA data set with 768
instances to evaluate the performance of different data
mining algorithms in diabetes mellitus prediction. The
J48 classifier has been applied for classification and its
performance has been measured.

The PCA, ICA and LDA, DWT methods are analyzed
for their performance in the detection of CAD (Coronary
Artery Disease) in [8]. The methods use the signals of
heart rate which has been split into a number of sub bands
using DWT. The features from sub bands have been feed
to the classifier to measure the accuracy.

Curvelet transform -based facial expression
recognition has been proposed, which uses spherical
clustering. The curvelet transform has been adapted with
RBF – Radial Basis Function to identify the hidden
signals. The facial image has been split into different
parts using curve let transform and spatial clustering has
been used to perform expression recognition [9].

Towards monitoring the diabetic patients for their
glucose prediction an efficient approach is presented in
[10]. The author presents the detailed review on various
glucose prediction model which uses regression analysis
to predict diabetic with cholesterol and blood sugar.

A glucose monitoring algorithm is presented which
considers the changing rate towards analyzing the risk.
The markov chain algorithm has been used to visualize
the variation and performs prediction based on the
features considered [11].

Psychological features -based disease prediction
algorithm is presented which considers the psychological
features. The method considers the dynamic changes of
blood glucose to perform classification with support
vector regression model [12].

A comparative study on sensor -based monitoring
model which uses sensor augmented pumps therapy. The
signals received have been analyzed and used to generate
alarms for the controller about various events [13].
Similarly a monitoring model for glucose concentration
prediction in human has been presented. The method uses
the continuous glucose monitoring with varying studies
on both type 1 and 2 diabetes. The result of monitoring
has been used to predict diabetes [14].

A glucose prediction model has been presented
towards mobile platform. The popular support vector
regression analysis is recommended for classification
[15]. A comparative study on autoregressive models
which use glucose and insulin inputs is presented. The
neural network has been used to perform prediction
which accounts both inter and intra variations [16].

The author presents a glucose prediction model based
on neuro fuzzy technique for the prediction on Type 1
diabetes patients. The method uses the metabolic
behaviors of the patients to generate personalized
prediction using neuro fuzzy algorithm [17]. The inter
and intra variation in glycemic values has been
considered which are varying in time series. The
integrated values have been used to perform prediction on
glucose with grid analysis [18].

The least mean square algorithm -based learning
approach is used for classification and disease prediction.
The method uses different weights and different scientific
approaches in classification [19]. Similarly a neural
network -based diabetic detection system with mobile
devices has been presented. The mobile devices attached
with the human body sense the glucose level and transmit
the data to the remote system which predicts the disease
and based on that the glucose level of the patient has been
controlled [20].

A multi-level approach for medical data classification
is presented which uses influence measure in different
level to identify the class of data points in an iterative
manner [21].

Amarkov chained model has been presented to
monitor the fluctuating glucose level with autoregressive
with exogenous inputs (ARX) model. The parameters
have been identified using expectation maximization
algorithm [22].

Freestyle Libre (FSL) system is a new method to
detect glucose enabling a new paradigm in glucose
monitoring and self-management. The sensor, reading the
interstitial fluid glucose concentration, provides a
numerical data of glucose level and a trend arrow that add
context to static measurement of glucose level. Therefore,
patients could easily follow the progression of their
glucose levels over the time, allowing early detection and
timely treatment of deviations from targeted glucose level
range, thus preventing extreme fluctuations [23].

All the above methods suffer to achieve higher
performance in disease prediction and produces higher
false classification ratio.
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3 MADP Based Classification and Disease

Prediction

The proposed multi attribute disease probability -based
algorithm reads the input data set. From the input medical
data set, the noises like incomplete data points are
removed. Then, for each data point, the method computes
disease probability with each dimension. Based on the
computed disease probability values, the method
estimates MADP (multi attribute disease probability)
towards each class. The class which has higher
probability has been indexed with the data point and
identify the disease being affected by. The detailed
approach is discussed in this section.

Fig. 1: Architecture of MADP classification and Disease

Prediction.

Preprocessing:
In this stage, the method reads the input medical data set
and identifies the list of values or dimensions present in
the data set. The data points present in the data set have
been verified such that it contains all the features that
should be contained. If there exists any data point which
misses some features then it will be neglected from the
data set. Such data set without noise data point has been
considered for the further classification and to be used for
disease prediction.

Algorithm:
Given: Medical data set Md
Return: Preprocessed data set Prd

Start

Read data set Md.

Identify the list of dimensions or attributes Ads.

For each data point

Ads=
∫ size(Di)

i=1
ΣDimensions(Ads)∪ΣDimensions(Di)∄Ads

(1)

End

For each data point Di

I f Di ∄ ∀ Ads then (2)

Remove Di from Md

Else

Md = Σ(Di ∈ Md) ∪ Di (3)

End
End
Stop

The algorithm presented above presents how the
preprocessing of input medical data set has been
performed. The preprocessed data set becomes the input
for further processing in disease prediction.

MADP Measure Estimation:

In this stage, for the given data point, towards the
class given, the method estimates the probability. The
method reads the data points of the class and with the
input data point, and the method estimates the probability
as follows: The value of the dimension in all the data
points are considered and for each of them, the method
estimates the distance measure. If the distance with the
class value and input value are less than the distance
threshold, then it has been counted. Based on the number
of closure points and the total number of points of the
class, the method estimates the probability measure.

Algorithm: Given: Class C, Data point Di
Return: MADP

Start

CDS = Read data points of class C.

Read data point Di.

Initialize count .

For each dimension Dim

Count =0;

For each data point of Dk from C

ComputedimensionaldistanceDd=
√

(Di.Dim−Dk.Dim)
(4)

If Dd > DTh then //Dth – dimensionality threshold
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Count =count +1.
End
End

Computedimensionalprobability Dprob= count/(size(Dk))
(5)

End

Compute MADP =
size(Di)

∑
n=1

Dprob/size(Di) (6)

Stop

The above method computes the probability measure
of closure with all the dimension of data point. Based on
the dimensional probability measure the MADP measure
has been estimated.The disease probability on each
dimension of feature has been computed based on the
number of matches the data feature has with the samples
of the data class. Estimated value has been used to
perform classification and disease prediction.

MADP Disease Prediction and Classification :
In this stage, the method reads the input medical data set.
The medical data set has been preprocessed to remove the
noise from the data set. Then, for each disease class, the
method estimates the MADP measure. Based on the
MADP measure estimated, the method identifies a higher
valued disease class to identify the disease. Estimated
MADP measure has been used towards classifying the
input data point.

MADP Disease Prediction/Classification Algorithm:
Given: Medical data set Md
Return: Disease class Dc

Start

Read medical data set Md

Pd = Preprocessing(Md)

For each disease class Dci

Compute multi attribute disease probability Madp.

End

Sc = Choose the disease class with higher MADP.

Index the data point to the class Sc.

Stop.

The above discussed algorithm estimates the multi
attribute disease probability measure for each disease
class available. By measuring the disease probability of a

data point based on each feature considered, all the
dimensions or features have been given importance and
their representation in any disease has been
considered.Based on the MADP measure a single class
that has been selected and indexed.

4 Results and Discussion

The disease prediction algorithm with MADP has been
implemented using matlab. The method has been
validated for its performance in disease prediction using
different data sets. Also, the method has been evaluated
using varying number of test cases.

Table 1: Evaluation Details

Key Value

Data Set Name PIMA, UCI

Feature

Dimension

9,14

Total Tuples 768,275

No of Disease

classes

10

The proposed MADP prediction model has been
evaluated for its performance in diabetic prediction. The
evaluation has been performed based on the data set
obtained from different scientific research units. The aim
the data set has been released is to support diabetic
prediction on various patients which contains many
constraints. In PIMA data set all the patients are below 21
years and represent the diabetic. It has values of body
mass index, insulin, age, number of pregnancy and so on.
Similarly each data set UCI and PIMA has various
constraints and they have been cooked to produce another
data set which has been used perform disease prediction.
Towards the evaluation of proposed and existing
algorithm various factors has been considered. The data
sets considered like PIMA, UCI has no common
dimensions or attributes, so that they have been combined
to produce the cooked up data set. They have been
merged to produce a data set which has been used for
evaluation.

Time Complexity:

The time complexity is the measure which represents
the time taken for the classification of disease or
prediction of the disease. The value of time complexity
has been measured based on the time value for the
classification of different samples.

Analysis on time complexity in disease prediction is
performed with different methods. The result of analysis
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Table 2: Analysis on time complexity

Method Name PIMA UCI

ARX 62 44

FSL 23 12

MLIIM 14 8

MADP 10 5

is presented in Table 2. The proposed MADP algorithm
has achieved less time complexity compared to other
methods.

Fig. 2: Time Complexity Analysis.

Analysis on time complexity has been performed with
different methods. The result of analysis is presented in
Graph 1, which shows the proposed MADP algorithm has
achieved less time complexity.The ARX, FSL, MLIIM
and MADP algorithms have produced the time
complexity in the ratio 62,23,14, 10 in PIMA data set and
44,12,8,5 towards UCI data set. In all the data set, the
proposed MADP algorithm has produced less time
complexity than any other method.

False Classification Ratio:
The false classification ratio is the measure which
represents the frequency of incorrect classification.
Because of the proposed MADP algorithm considered
maximum number of features, the ratio of false
classification gets reduced. This reflects on the
performance of naı̈ve bayes and svm. As the proposed
algorithm used fuzzy rules, the ratio of false classification
gets reduced. This in turn increases the prediction
accuracy.

Table 3: Comparison on false classification ratio

Method Name PIMA UCI

ARX 7 9.3

FSL 4.1 6.2

MLIIM 2.7 3.2

MADP 1.4 1.5

The methods have been analyzed for their
performance in false classification ratio. However, the
proposed MADP algorithm has introduced less false
ratio.The ARX, FSL,MLIIM and MADP algorithms have
produced the false classification value in the ratio
7,4.1,2.7,1.4 towards PIMA dataset, 9.3,6.2,3.2,1.5
towards UCI data set. In all the cases, the proposed
MADP algorithm has produced less false classification
ratio than any other method compared.

Fig. 3: Comparative Analysis on False Ratio.

Comparative analysis on false ratio has been
measured with different methods. The result of analysis is
presented in Graph 2. Finally, the proposed MADP
algorithm introduces only negligible false ratio.

Prediction accuracy:
The accuracy on prediction has been estimated for
different approaches according to the number of exact
prediction and number of false prediction performed. As
the method uses the fuzzy value considers more number
of features, and the prediction accuracy has been
increased. Also, the inclusion of lifestyle feature impacts
on the prediction accuracy.

Table 4: Analysis on prediction accuracy

Method Name PIMA UCI

ARX 83 85

FSL 87 92

MLIIM 97.7 95

MADP 99.4 99.6

Analysis on disease prediction accuracy has been
performed on different methods. The results have been
presented in Table 3 and the MADP algorithm introduces
higher prediction accuracy up to 99.5%. The proposed
MADP algorithm considers various parameters in
estimating the disease probability which has helped
predicting the disease with more accuracy.The ARX,
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FSL,MLIIM and MADP methods have produced the
prediction accuracy in the ratio 82,88,97.6,99.6% towards
UCI data set and 84,91,94,99.5% towards PIMA data set.

Fig. 4: Analysis on Disease Prediction Accuracy.

Analysis has been performed for the disease
prediction accuracy of different methods. The inclusion of
MADP in estimating the disease probability, the disease
prediction accuracy has been improved. The result of
analysis has been presented in Graph 3 and the proposed
MADP algorithm has produced higher prediction
accuracy.

5 Conclusion

In this paper an efficient MADP measure -based
classification and disease prediction algorithm has been
presented. The method performs preprocessing to remove
the noise from the input data set. Then for each class data
points, the method estimates the multi attribute disease
probability measure. Based on the MADP measure being
estimated, a single class has been selected with higher
MADP measure as result. The method produces higher
efficiency in map reduce, classification and prediction
accuracy.As the method MADP considered multiple
features in estimating the disease probability measure, the
proposed MADP method has produced higher disease
prediction accuracy up to 99.5% which in turn reduces the
false classification ratio up to 0.5%. Similarly, the MADP
algorithm can be used for the disease prediction on any
disease.
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